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Norms rather than interests sometimes drive states to comply with international
regulatory agreements. Depending on factors in the domestic political context, normdriven reasons for state compliance can outweigh countervailing material and strategic
interests. This article demonstrates that compliance with costly regulatory agreements
depends on four domestic factors: the perceived legitimacy of domestic advocates for
compliance (“norm entrepreneurs”), the access of domestic norm entrepreneurs to
relevant decision makers, the framing of the international norm within the domestic
policy context, and the resonance of the international norm within the domestic political
context. The central proposition is that where an international treaty embodies a norm
that will proscribe existing behavior, states will comply – regardless of the impact on
strategic interests – when a domestic advocate is able to articulate the proscribed
behavior in such a way that the state must address it and yet cannot publicly justify noncompliance. This happens when the norm resonates – meets a high level of public
sensitivity – in the domestic political context.
The argument is that international norms constrain the range of choices available
to policy makers much like judicial precedents constrain the range of acceptable
decisions in the process of legal adjudication. Although judges are not bound by the
earlier pronouncements of other jurists, their decisions usually may depart from precedent
only when they can provide good reasons for doing so. Similarly, states in the
international social context of norms and rules can be pressured to provide justifiable
reasons for departures from a widely accepted global norm. When publicly acceptable
reasons for non-compliance cannot be mustered, norm-transgressing policies, though they
might be both materially preferable and of longstanding practice, may nevertheless be
difficult to maintain. As the legal theorist Bruce Chapman has put it, such normtransgressing policies can be “more easily done than said.”1
The key to compliance, therefore, is the effective articulation of the norm in
question by an advocate for compliance in a fashion that impels the state to produce
reasons for non-compliance. Where a compliance advocate effectively articulates the
norm (via legitimacy, access, and framing) and where non-compliance is difficult to
justify publicly under the terms of shared norms and principles (due to resonance),
compliance is a more likely outcome.
Understanding why, and under what conditions, states comply with international
rules and norms is the central problem of an established and increasingly diverse body of
scholarship in International Relations and International Law.2 Using a variety of
empirical techniques across a range of issue areas, scholars have identified numerous
factors at the systemic and domestic levels of analysis to explain observed patterns of
compliance in world politics. Studies in both the Rationalist and Constructivist research
programs have sought to explain at least two different types of variation in state
compliance. First, some studies ask: Why are certain types of states more likely than
others to comply with specific international norms and rules? These studies seek to
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explain variation in compliance across different kinds of states, i.e. democratic versus
non-democratic regime types or high-capacity, advanced industrialized states versus
lower-capacity developing states.3 A second set of studies asks: Why do states comply
with certain regimes but not others? These studies examine variation across different
international regimes, highlighting such variables as regime design or particular kinds
and features of norms and rules such as hard law versus soft law, the degree of
legalization, or a norm’s legitimacy, concordance, or clarity.4
The literature has thus far failed to address a third significant type of variation in
compliance behaviour: What explains why certain relatively similar states, but not others,
comply with a given international agreement? Explaining variation in compliance
behaviour across similar states is a crucial step in isolating important domestic sources of
compliance and advancing mid-range theorizing about the reasons for state compliance
with international legal commitments.
This article addresses this question through an empirical investigation of state
compliance in the international regime of anti-corruption. The regime emerged in the
1990s as international actors began to regulate the practice of large-scale transnational
bribery. Such bribery is pervasive in important sectors of international trade and is
damaging both to efficiency in the liberal international economic order and to poverty
reduction in the developing world. In response to growing concerns about such costs, an
array of states, multilateral organizations, multinational corporations, and international
civil society groups publicly committed themselves to new initiatives to control corrupt
practices in business, government, development, and international trade.5 In 1997, the
United States, Germany, France and the United Kingdom together with 30 other highly
industrialized states in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) adopted a binding international convention to control bribery and corruption in
the global economy. The Convention on Combating the Bribery of Foreign Public
Officials in International Business Transactions (and its related documents) required
signatories to enact domestic legislation criminalizing the bribery of foreign public
officials in international business transactions, end the tax-deductibility of foreign bribes
(a theretofore standard practice in Germany, France, and several other countries), and
participate in an ongoing process of peer-review monitoring for compliance. Previously,
only the United States had criminalized foreign bribery, in its Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act of 1977.
These four leading OECD states occupy similar positions in the international
economy, have similarly significant export economies, compete for many of the same
global markets, and play important roles in the sectors of international trade most
susceptible to bribery, including arms and defense exports and construction and public
works.6 All, at the time of the Convention’s adoption, had similar interests in allowing
firms to exploit bribery to capture contracts in foreign countries. Considering that all
agreed to cooperate to control the rising costs of foreign bribery by adopting a binding
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legal instrument on criminalization, one would expect the four states to react to the
Convention in a similar way. Yet a puzzle emerges: these states exhibited markedly
different patterns of compliance with the Convention in the three years immediately
following its adoption. Both the United States and Germany ratified the Convention and
fully implemented its provisions within one year. France, in contrast, delayed taking steps
towards ratification and implementation, and its implementing legislation itself raised
important questions about the extent of eventual French compliance. The United
Kingdom implemented no new legislation under the Convention, and failed to comply
with its terms.7 Why did some states comply while others did not? What explains this
variation?
A comparative study of the anti-corruption politics in each of these states provides
insight into the sources of compliance within a shared international context that holds
constant many important explanatory variables. A range of system-level variables (treaty
design, institutional change, international norm context, and distribution of power) and
domestic-level variables (regime type, pattern of state-society relations, administrative
capacity, norm consonance, macroeconomic factors, common law vs. civil law legal
tradition, and the effects of European Union politics) are controlled. While literature on
the domestic impacts of international norms identifies other domestic factors for
compliance, these also do not explain the puzzle.8 This literature identifies the domestic
legitimacy of an international norm, measured by the norm’s presence in national
discourse, institutions, or politics, and the “fit”, “salience”, “resonance”, or “cultural
match” of a new international norm with pre-existing domestic norms as key factors for
compliance.9 The international norm of anti-corruption, however, is consonant with many
fundamental liberal-democratic norms and ought to present a “cultural match” with each
of the four states; indeed, this consonance is consistent with the initial decision by each
state to proscribe foreign bribery through the Convention. And while the legitimacy in
domestic institutions of the norm against foreign bribery varied across the cases, this
variation did not predict the observed variations in compliance: Germany previously
allowed the tax-deductibility of foreign bribes and the U.K. did not, yet Germany did
comply with the OECD Convention while the UK failed to do so. The analysis in this
paper therefore delinks the concept of “resonance” from notions of “legitimacy” and
offers a new concept to explain domestic sources of compliance.
The literature on the domestic impacts of international norms also identifies the
role of norm advocacy groups operating though transnational or domestic networks as a
key source of compliance.10 This factor offers weak explanatory power in the case of the
OECD Convention, on at least four counts. First, in contrast to the expectation that
transnational advocacy networks assist enforcement and compliance by monitoring and
reporting norm violations in domestic regimes where such information may be otherwise
difficult to access, the OECD Convention includes liberal-democratic, industrialized,
high capacity states in a binding legal agreement that includes detailed verification
procedures – so advocacy networks are not crucial for monitoring and enforcement.
Second, although transnational advocacy is highly relevant in the international regime of
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anti-corruption, evidence shows that in at least one case (France) the linkage of the
domestic advocate to the transnational advocacy network mitigated against the
effectiveness of norm articulation and compliance. Third, contrary to the expectations of
models of transnational advocacy where such networks tend to operate in highly
politicized public fora, anti-corruption advocates have tended to work through direct,
elite channels in the absence of social contestation. Fourth, the analysis demonstrates
that the persuasion strategies adopted by compliance advocates can have varying effects
across different political contexts. In the case of the OECD Convention, different
persuasion strategies adopted by domestic advocates in their respective domestic political
contexts made the difference for compliance, rather than transnational advocacy
networking.
The international regime of anti-corruption is an especially fertile testing ground
for theories of state behaviour that argue for the primacy of either interests or norms.
Powerful material incentives support the use of bribery in foreign contract competition,
particularly in such economic sectors closely identified with the “national interest” as
arms and defense exports, international construction and public works, and natural
resource extraction. Policy makers view these sectors as strategic to the national economy
and understand policies to control bribery within them as having a strategic impact on
states. In this context strategic trade theory offers clear expectations for state behaviour
and is a strong, rationalist, candidate theory to explain variations in state compliance with
the OECD Convention.11 At the same time, at the centre of the OECD Convention lies a
powerful international norm of anti-corruption that has recast the limits of appropriate
states policies in the conduct of international trade. This norm is conceived in explicitly
neoliberal terms, in accordance with the dominant international policy norms and
ideologies of the leading OECD states to encourage economic growth through
international trade, “fair” economic competitiveness, and the spread of efficient private
markets.12 It is also a strongly constitutive norm, in that adherence to this norm helps to
define the identities of liberal democratic states in the post Cold War era, prescribing a
particular normative view of the appropriate relationship between markets, bureaucracies,
and political power. As an important system-level “push factor” for compliance, the
presence of this widely accepted and powerful international norm accentuates the
compliance puzzle.
The following analysis clearly demonstrates that the observed variation in
compliance with the Convention can only be explained with reference to the domestic
sources of compliance and the novel, norm-driven theoretical argument introduced here.
The study of variation in state compliance with the OECD Convention reveals that where
a domestic norm entrepreneur was perceived as legitimate, had direct access to relevant
policy makers, framed the international norm of anti-corruption in high priority policy
contexts and operated in a domestic political context of anti-corruption norm resonance,
the state complied, regardless of countervailing material strategic trade interests – and
counter to the expectations of strategic trade theory. Crucially, where norm articulation
was weak (due to weak legitimacy, access, and/or framing) and/or norm resonance was
low, compliance was delayed, restrained, or did not occur at all. Rationalist strategic
11
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trade theory, an important alternative explanation for policies concerning bribery in
international business, cannot explain this outcome.
The paper is organized in seven parts. The next section discusses the practice of
bribery in international business, arguing that the structure of incentives is such that the
problem to control this practice is characterized by a prisoner’s dilemma. Part 3 briefly
discusses the concept and measure of compliance employed and presents an overview of
observed levels of compliance in each of the United States, France, Germany, and the
United Kingdom. Part 4 demonstrates the failure of strategic trade theory to explain the
observed variations in compliance, while Part 5 elaborates the theoretical framework and
central argument of the paper. Evidence from the cases is presented in Part 6. The paper
concludes in Part 7 with a discussion of theoretical implications and an agenda for further
research.
2. Controlling Bribery in International Business
International anti-corruption became a focus of global governance in the decade
of the 1990s.13 Every major international institution with a political or financial mandate,
plus a diverse array regional, local, private sector and non-governmental organizations
produced a series of conventions, recommendations, policy statements, codes of conduct,
and new research dedicated to curbing corruption in the global economy.14 The World
Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the United Nations, the European Union, the
Council of Europe, the Organization of American States, and the International Chamber
of Commerce all participated in this movement. Dozens of states signed multiple
international anti-corruption treaties.15 Multinational corporations produced anticorruption codes of ethics.16 Addressing the problem for the first time in 1996, the World
Bank committed itself to fighting the “cancer of corruption” and identified corruption as
“the single greatest obstacle to economic and social development.”17 During this period
Transparency International, emerged as the leading international non-governmental
organization (NGO) devoted to combating global corruption, with 85 chapters worldwide working to raise awareness about corruption and devising anti-corruption strategies
for business and government.18
The OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in
International Business Transactions was a signal event of this new regime, representing a
clear turning point in the anti-corruption policies of major OECD states.19 While bribery
of domestic public officials has long been outlawed in the industrialized countries,
bribery across borders has not. Prior to 1997 paying bribes to foreign public officials as a
means to obtain contracts was a normal business practice in many OECD countries, to the
13
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extent that France, Germany, and others legitimized overseas bribes as tax-deductible
business expenses.20 While it is difficult to know the precise extent of bribery in
international business, a variety of evidence indicates the general prevalence of this
practice. American, German, French, British, and other sources estimated the extent of
such bribery in the 1990s to be in the tens of billions of dollars annually, particularly in
foreign arms and construction contracts, where such illicit sums often reached as high as
30 to 45 percent of a contract’s value.21
Both states and firms in OECD countries supported the practice of transnational
bribery. State support for bribery in international business transactions is a strategic trade
practice, a form of protectionism that a number of key states have been (and remain)
reluctant to control.22 While firms employ foreign bribery to secure contracts in the
pursuit of market-share growth and profit, states support transnational bribery by
allowing its tax-deductibility, providing financial support to bribe-paying firms through
export-credit arrangements, and by characterizing bribery abroad as a normal business
practice. In such industries as arms and defence and public works and construction, firm
profits from international contracts are closely identified with the national interest, in
both economic competitiveness and national security.23 States therefore use various
export financing arrangements, including support for foreign bribery, as part of a beggarthy-neighbour competitive strategy to help firms in these industries to win contracts. The
national benefits of a policy supporting transnational bribery tend to be measurably
specific (in the form of success for national champions in international contract
procurement competitions) and concentrated within important national industries. In
contrast, the costs of foreign bribery — general economic inefficiency in the global
economy, problems of development in the global South, the spread of illicit global
financial activity — tend to be diffuse and less identifiably immediate to the domestic
political context. Therefore, a range of material incentives favours state support for
bribery in international contract procurement. Especially with respect to strategic trade
competition in economic sectors with close ties to the state, support for bribery is a
rational strategic trade policy.
From the point of view of firm preferences, the use of bribery in international
business transactions presents a prisoner’s dilemma. Faced with a choice to bribe (or not)
in pursuit of foreign contracts, every firm’s dominant strategy is to bribe. If competitors
bribe, then a firm will secure more contracts and higher profits by bribing than by not
bribing. If competitors do not bribe, then a firm will secure more contracts and higher
profits by bribing than by not bribing. In particular, less efficient firms prefer bribery as
this will be their source of advantage in contract procurement.24 As well, even firms that
are more efficient prefer to bribe rather than lose contracts to less efficient firms that
20
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bribe. Hence, the dominant strategy is to bribe. At the same time, where two or more
unscrupulous firms compete for the same contract, such competition raises the cost of the
bribes required to win the contract. In addition, if all firms bribe, the less efficient firms
lose the advantage sought by the bribe. So, if none bribed, efficient firms will be better
off and less efficient firms will be no worse off. This is the hallmark of a prisoner’s
dilemma: players have dominant strategies that yield sub-optimal results.
This is the dilemma that states attempted to solve with the OECD Convention. By
binding all states to criminalize their firms’ use of bribery, states hoped to reduce a
perceived hindrance to free trade and create a “level playing field” for more efficient
international competition.25 In their effort to do so they included in the Convention an
innovative feature that exemplifies the “management model” of treaty compliance
advocated by scholars of compliance in international law: peer-review measures to
monitor and enforce compliance with the treaty rules.26 Carried out under the framework
of the OECD Working Group on Bribery in International Business Transactions
(hereafter referred to as the Working Group), the Convention’s monitoring and
enforcement mechanism consists of a two-phase peer review of the implementation steps
taken by participating countries. Phase 1 monitoring evaluates whether the legal texts
through which participants implement the Convention meet the required standard. The
purpose of Phase 2 is to study the structures put in place to enforce the implementing
laws and rules, and to assess their application in practice. The outcome of the process in
each phase is the adoption of a report on the performance of every examined country.
These country assessments are published annually in a report to the spring meeting of the
OECD Council at Ministerial Level, and posted for public access on the OECD website.27
The Working Group completed its Phase 1 reviews of the four leading OECD states in
2001. The observation of compliance in this analysis draws on the reports of the OECD
Convention’s Working Group.28
3. Observed Levels of Compliance
Compliance here means “to act in accordance with, and fulfillment of the
obligations accepted by signing and ratifying the agreement.”29 This definition is
consistent with that of Oran Young, whereby compliance occurs “when the actual
behavior of a given subject conforms to prescribed behavior, and non-compliance or
violation occurs when actual behavior departs significantly from prescribed behavior.”30
It is, furthermore, akin to Roger Fisher’s conception of “first-order compliance,” that is,
compliance with standing, substantive rules embodied in treaty arrangements.31 The
explicit concern is the compliance of states, rather than firms, with the requirements of
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the OECD Convention, as measured by states themselves during the Phase 1 peer-review
monitoring period, from roughly April 1999 to June 200132.
Until the late 1990s, both Germany and France allowed the tax-deductibility of
bribes paid to foreign public officials. The U.S. and the U.K. did not, though only the
United States had in place legislation that criminalized this type of transnational bribery.
For two decades the United States had attempted to internationalize its 1977 Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), while France and Germany were among the main
opponents to this effort. When anti-corruption efforts at the OECD came to a head in the
mid 1990s, France and Germany remained reluctant.33
Ultimately, in the spring of 1997, concerned that an eventual agreement would not
bind all states equally, France and Germany proposed a legally-binding anti-bribery
treaty with transparent monitoring procedures. Although the United States preferred a
non-binding Recommendation to a treaty that might never be ratified and enforced,
American officials finally agreed to a binding Convention and, within one year, signed,
ratified, and amended the FCPA to comply with the new OECD Convention on bribery.34
Germany and the U.K., too, quickly signed on to the Convention, each ratifying within 12
months. Germany implemented new criminal legislation outlawing foreign bribery upon
ratification, but the U.K. did not.35 Instead, it offered the Convention’s peer review
Working Group the argument that a little-used British law from 1906 sufficiently met the
U.K.’s commitment under the Convention; the Working Group disagreed.36
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France, meanwhile, delayed both in ratifying the Convention and in its legislative
process to implement new anti-bribery rules. Whereas the Convention entered into force
for all Parties on February 15, 1999, in France the initial legislative bill for
implementation was only first proposed in January 1999. That bill included a
controversial non-retroactivity clause which became the subject of lengthy and intense
political debate in France, as well as of international criticism.37 The non-retroactivity
clause explicitly exempted from the purview of the proposed legislation foreign bribes
that would be paid out in relation to contracts concluded prior to the effective date of the
new legislation – even when these bribes would be disbursed after the legislation’s entry
into force. Ultimately, however, France enacted implementing legislation without this
non-retroactivity clause, and ratified the Convention at the end of July 2000.38 In short,
the U.S. and Germany implemented new anti-bribery legislation and complied with the
Convention quickly and satisfactorily. France is a late and ‘moderate’ complier in this
study. Though the U.K. was among the first to ratify the Convention, it failed to
implement the Convention in its domestic legislation and did not comply at all.
4. The Strategic Trade Puzzle
Strategic trade theory offers clear expectations to explain these variations. The
theory posits that materialist values (whether national economic competitiveness, the
overall “national interest,” and/or exporter-firm profits) and instrumental rationality in
the context of strategic competition in international trade explain the policy choices of
major OECD states to comply or not with the OECD Convention. There are two variants
of the theory. One of these asserts that states behave as unitary, rational actors, seeking to
maximize national welfare gains in their strategic interactions with other states.39
According to this theory, the degrees of compliance exhibited in the four cases ought to
be explained by the states’ national calculations of material interest. The other variant of
strategic trade theory, drawn from the “second-image reversed” school, relaxes the
unitary rational actor model to posit that state preferences reflect interest-group dynamics
at the domestic level of analysis.40 This endogenous trade theory leads to the expectation
that the degrees of compliance in the four cases reflect the preferences of dominant
domestic political and economic actors with strong interests at stake, rather than
reflecting the “national interest.”41 Both theories fail to account for the variation in state
compliance in this study. (See Table 1, below.)
At the level of unitary state interests, strategic trade theory expects all advanced
economies to adopt similar strategic policies in the search for competitive advantage. If
support for bribery is competitively advantageous for one state, it should be so for all
others. In this case the theory predicts continued state support for foreign bribery. There
37
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is another option. Having concluded that transnational bribery is a costly practice, states
might rationally cooperate to maximize joint gains through collective efforts to curtail it.
This second possibility is satisfied, in many ways, by the existence of the OECD
Convention itself. With its robust peer-review monitoring system, intended to promote
compliance and deter defection, this legally binding international agreement to curb
bribery in international business represents collective state action to address a perceived
problem and liberalize trade.
In light of this analysis, however, the observed variation in compliance across the
four leading signatory states is especially surprising. At the level of deductive theory,
once having signed on, it is in every signatory state’s interest to comply with the
requirements of the Convention. Particularly in light of the Convention’s built-in
compliance monitoring system, the increased risk of detection, and the reputational cost
of failure to comply, this theoretical approach does not explain why some states complied
and others did not. In addition, the initial, unilateral U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(FCPA) of 1977 poses a particularly difficult challenge to this theory. At a time when
most states accepted bribery in the competition for foreign contracts, the FCPA was
perceived to have placed American companies at a competitive disadvantage to their
French, German, and British competitors, who remained unconstrained.
Endogenous strategic trade theory posits firm preferences as an important
determinant of trade policy.42 This theory also predicts a similar response to a given set of
market conditions from similarly situated industries in different countries. In the case of
the OECD Convention, however, we see patterns of firm behaviour that are not consistent
across the cases. Evidence suggests that in the United Kingdom and France major
exporters — particularly defence-industry firms — opposed state compliance with the
Convention, while in the United States and Germany exporter firms supported prompt
and full compliance.43 Whereas strategic trade theory predicts similar calculations of
material interests across these cases, this pattern of variation suggests varying interests at
work.44
Two further points challenge endogenous strategic trade theory. Despite
opposition from defence firms, France ultimately did implement new anti-bribery
legislation in order to comply with the Convention within the Phase 1 time frame, while
the United Kingdom did not. This, even though the French government arguably is more
protectionist of its defence industry than is the U.K.45 In addition, exporters in Germany
and the United States did not always favour anti-bribery rules. Prior to the conclusion of
the OECD Convention, the German government took no steps to implement earlier, nonbinding OECD recommendations on bribery, and German business also opposed such
efforts. In the United States, exporters had lobbied the government for more than ten
years to repeal the FCPA, with no success. In each case, therefore, the attitude of
business groups toward international anti-bribery rules started out the same: opposition.
What the evidence shows is that, where states complied quickly and satisfactorily with
42
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the OECD Convention, industry had undergone a shift in interest calculation over time.
In both the United States and Germany this shift occurred prior to the ratification of the
Convention. In France and the U.K., on the other hand, no similar shift is in evidence.
In sum, rationalist, strategic trade analysis does not account for the variation in
the way that important business actors in the four countries calculated the interests at
stake with the new anti-bribery rules. This analysis also does not explain state policy
formulation independent of the expressed material interests of powerful business groups.
Rather, the strategic trade analysis of state compliance with the OECD
Convention raises further puzzles: What explains the change in Germany from business
opposition to support for international anti-bribery rules prior to the conclusion of the
OECD Convention? Why did the French government ultimately enact anti-foreign
bribery legislation in France, despite opposition by industry? In the United Kingdom,
why did neither industry nor government reformulate its interests and support compliance
with the Convention, even after signing the treaty? Finally, why did the United States
unilaterally enact the 1977 Foreign Corrupt Practices Act in the first place? Although
strategic trade theory is a strong candidate theory to explain state policy with respect to
bribery in international business, it does not answer these remaining questions. Strategic
trade theory provides an incomplete explanation for the variations in state compliance
observed in this study.
[Table 1 here]
5. Explaining the Puzzle: Norm-Driven Sources of Compliance in Domestic Politics
In a liberal-democratic state, the need publicly to justify state policies can be a
crucial factor for compliance with international law. Within the international social
structure of norms and ideas, some policies are more easily justified than others. Where
action requires justification, the obligation to give reasons for choices makes some things
hard to do. The presence of a widely shared international norm can exert a force on state
policy choices much as a legal precedent constrains the range of available decisions in the
process of adjudication.46 Although a judge’s ruling is autonomous from the earlier
pronouncements of other jurists, legal precedents constrain the range of decisions
available such that a judge may depart from precedent only when good reasons can be
offered for doing so. Similarly, in the context of a widely accepted global norm, state
compliance is neither automatic nor absolutely required. The presence of a global norm,
however, can provide a social context in which states find themselves obliged to give
reasons for departures from the norm (or for non-compliance.) Non-compliance can then
become difficult where states are pressured to provide justifiable reasons for departure
from the norm, regardless of countervailing interests. The legal theorist Bruce Chapman
has put it thus:
While there might be things we could ‘do’ if it was only a question of what we
preferred, we might, nonetheless, not be able to do those things if we had to
articulate a set of publicly accessible reasons, or justifications, for such a doing.
After all, some things just do not bear thinking about, at least if they have to be
thought about openly…they are more easily done than said.47
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Norms need not be internalized to exert pressure for compliance. Rather, norms
constrain behaviour through a non-instrumental dynamic in light of given intersubjective
beliefs about appropriate behaviour. Norm entrepreneurs spur this dynamic by calling on
states to justify policies that are not in compliance with the state’s avowed norms, or with
widely accepted international norms. This is similar to the process Richard Price has
identified as a transnational Socratic method, “whereby civil society’s demands on states
to publicly justify their positions reverse the burden of proof involved in contesting
norms, thereby legitimizing political space for change.”48 The key to compliance, in
other words, is an advocate’s effective articulation of the norm at stake in the compliance
choice in a manner that imposes a burden on the state to produce reasons for noncompliance. Where a norm entrepreneur effectively articulates the norm, and where noncompliance is difficult to justify under the terms of shared norms and principles,
compliance is a more likely outcome.
Whether domestic norm entrepreneurs will be effective in this function depends
on four variables.
The Domestic Norm Entrepreneur: Legitimacy and Access
Norm articulation — the way a norm is introduced, specified, and framed in
different contexts — specifies the range of acceptable behaviour prescribed by a salient
norm. The central actor involved in domestic norm articulation is the norm entrepreneur.
In order to be effective in strategically framing the global norm in the domestic political
context, the norm entrepreneur must be perceived as a legitimate actor with standing on
the matter, and it must have some access to and/or visibility among the political elites
responsible for the state’s compliance policy. Legitimacy and access on the part of the
domestic norm entrepreneur are key conditions for effective domestic norm articulation.
In order to be effective and significant in promoting state compliance with an
international agreement, a norm entrepreneur must have access to both receive and
transmit information to target audiences.49 An elite advocacy network or norm
entrepreneur with personal connections to policy leaders and state decision-makers can
have a direct impact on government policy, through, for example, face-to-face meetings
or participation in public/private policy fora. Non-elite groups can also have special
access to important resources for monitoring and promoting compliance. For example, in
some cases such groups can collect information that respondents might withhold from an
official inquiry or have access to interested parties for whom a meeting with the
government would be an “event” (e.g. unions, dissidents, or rival governments). Where
no direct access is involved, norm entrepreneurs might yet access important policy
networks through such indirect channels as the popular media. On the other hand, where
a norm entrepreneur has limited access to its target audience, its norm articulation is
unlikely to be effective in promoting norm compliance.
In addition to having access, a norm entrepreneur must be perceived by its target
audience as a legitimate player in order to impact the compliance process. Measures of
legitimacy vary from context to context and across different target audiences. The norm
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advocate’s internal democracy, constituent accountability, operational transparency, and
sources of financial support are all factors that can shape its perceived legitimacy. It
should also be noted that legitimacy is contextual: the perception of a norm
entrepreneur’s legitimacy may vary significantly across target audiences.
In the case of the OECD Convention, the main international norm entrepreneur is
Transparency International (TI). Founded by former World Bank executives in 1993, TI
is the most prominent civil society organization devoted to combating corruption in the
global economy. Transparency International functions as a transnational advocacy
network.50 Though a secretariat in Berlin helps to coordinate its international anticorruption efforts, TI’s organization consists of independent national chapters in
approximately 85 countries. Each national chapter is indigenous, wholly locally owned,
and responsible for determining national programs of action to suit national
circumstances.51 TI national chapters in the United States (TI-USA), Germany (TIGermany), France (TI-France), and the United Kingdom (TI-UK) are the independent
domestic norm entrepreneurs who most forcefully advocated for compliance with the
OECD Convention in each case.
Policy Framing
Norm entrepreneurs seek to translate normative ideas into practice by persuading
states to adopt them.52 Issue framing — the strategic marshalling of key rhetorical tools
by advocates to create support for normative ideas — is among the central tasks of norm
entrepreneurs seeking to promote the emergence of, and compliance with, new norms.53
Like other actors seeking political goals, norm entrepreneurs consciously frame their
advocacy arguments for maximum rhetorical appeal. Successful norm entrepreneurs are
those who are able to frame normative ideas in such a way that they resonate with
relevant audiences.54
Scholars of social movements, likewise, emphasize the importance of strategic
framing in the processes of social movement formation and consolidation. In this
literature, “frames” are the symbolic representations, metaphors, and cognitive cues that
groups use to define issue areas, suggest solutions, and attract members and resources.55
Adopting a similar understanding of frames, Keck and Sikkink note that transnational
norm advocates
actively seek ways to bring issues to the public agenda by framing them in
innovative ways and by seeking hospitable venues. Sometime they create issues
by framing old problems in new ways; occasionally they help transform other
actors’ understandings of their identities and their interests.56
This study introduces another aspect of “framing”, that is the policy context in
which advocates situate new normative ideas and desired policy outcomes. In the case of
international anti-corruption, relevant policies might fit within the contextual rubric of a
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variety of policy areas. Examples of the different policy areas germane to anti-corruption
include efforts to control transnational crime and the illicit global economy, controlling
terrorist financing, monitoring and promoting transition economies and democratization,
international development policies and efforts to promote the effectiveness of foreign aid,
the promotion of free markets and fair competition in international trade, the promotion
of corporate social responsibility and ethical business practices, or the regulation of
multinational corporations.
Some of these policy contexts are more important, and the issues surrounding
them more prominent, in some countries than in others. Governments and decisionmakers within states also grant varying levels of priority to different policy areas.
Governments reveal their policy priorities through their national budgets, legislative
debate allocations, policy outcomes, resource expenditures, and public statements. In
general, norm entrepreneurs seeking state compliance with an international agreement
must strategically adopt a high priority policy area in which to frame their arguments. If a
norm entrepreneur fails to frame its desired policy outcome in a policy context of
sufficiently high priority to the government, other political actors with competing
interests (and possibly more successful policy frames) can potentially shape the policy
process in a different direction, including non-compliance.
In the case of the OECD Convention, actors in different domestic political
contexts adopted varying policy frames to advocate for or against state compliance.
Examples of the policy frames that actors have adopted include international
development, international trade, and strategic trade. Within the policy frame of
international development, for instance, anti-corruption advocates in Germany and the
United Kingdom highlighted the negative impact of transnational bribery and corruption
on the vulnerable economies and political institutions of developing countries. Advocates
adopting this policy frame attached the urgency to comply with the OECD Convention to
the state’s moral responsibility to address the failure of development policies, curb
wasteful spending, and ameliorate global poverty exacerbated by corruption. Advocates
also argued that transnational corruption damages states’ purported development goals
and introduces corrupt kickback effects on states’ domestic societies. In addition,
advocates adopting this frame argued that it is wrong for developed states to export bribes
to developing countries while forbidding them domestically.
Within the policy frame of liberal international trade, on the other hand,
compliance advocates in the United States argued that transnational bribery distorts free
markets, impinges on fair commercial competition, and generally inhibits an open global
economy. In this policy frame, the objective of compliance with the OECD Convention
was to create a “level playing field” for international trade competition. Within the
strategic trade policy frame, by contrast, compliance arguments in France emphasized the
impact of transnational commercial bribery on a state’s strategic trade advantage against
competitors. In the case of the United States, this policy frame was consistent with
arguments supporting compliance with the Convention. In France, however, it
encouraged arguments against full compliance.
The Resonance of the International Norm of Anti-Corruption
In addition to the legitimacy and access of the domestic norm entrepreneur and
the domestic policy framing context, the fourth variable that explains the different
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impacts of the international norm of anti-corruption on the states in this study is the
resonance of the international norm of anti-corruption within the domestic political
context. Resonance is a function of public sentiment and public sensitivity. Public
sentiments are ideas that constrain the normative range of legitimate (publicly acceptable)
solutions available to policy-makers.57 Certain ideas resonate with higher levels of public
sensitivity in some countries than in others. Public sentiments do not need to be
institutionalized in the legal system, state institutions, or government policies to constrain
government’s policy choices in a liberal democratic state. Rather public sentiments form
part of the political context in which state policies unfold. Public opinion polls, analyses
of public discourse, and popular culture can reveal levels of public sensitivity to certain
ideas.
In the case of international anti-corruption, public sensitivity to corruption has
been an important factor in the advocacy work of Transparency International in several
countries. In particular, the emergence of widely publicized corruption-related public
scandals has been a key vehicle for raising public sensitivity about this issue. One TI
leader noted, for instance, that anti-corruption laws “are not really effective if they are not
supported by society” and that public scandals can serve to heighten public sensitivity
and by extension mobilize policy-makers to act on such laws. According to TI’s
Hansjoerg Elshorst, anti-corruption laws
can even be undercut in a functioning democratic system like in Germany, by lack
of interest on the side of those who have to follow it up. It certainly is very much
effective if a scandal, if corruption leads to a scandal in which companies are
involved. Companies hate it, of course politicians hate it because they get kicked
out of their jobs, they lose elections because of that, and so on. So if you ask me
what is most effective, it is the sensitivity of the public. And that was of course a
major objective of TI — to sensitize the public and public opinion, against
corruption, to overcome the tolerance of corruption.58
Another TI leader noted, furthermore, that the prevalence of bribery scandals in
OECD states in the 1990s helps in part to explain the rapid development of the anticorruption regime. Fritz Heimann explained:
... frankly every one of these countries has had their own bribery scandal. If you
kind of step back and compare what was, how did this whole field look in the
early 90s and how does it look 10 years later, 10 years ago the whole international
corruption issue was something that nobody was prepared to talk about. And it
wasn’t until the mid-90s that there was a gradual recognition that this issue simply
had to be addressed … TI’s role was to publicize how much damage corruption
was doing, and also make the point that these kinds of facile explanations that
were previously accepted that, well, all of this happens in some countries in
Africa and Latin America and a few places in Asia, but that it was just a problem
in those ‘dirty’ countries, I think the lessons of the early and mid-90s were that
this simply wasn’t true. That you had major bribery scandals in Italy, Germany,
Japan, in practically every one of [the leading OECD states] and in the US. And
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so the argument that you didn’t have to worry about this, that this was just a
problem in the South — I think that was no longer tenable.59
In the case of state compliance with the OECD Convention, a history of troubling,
high-level corruption scandals in the domestic politics of some states has produced a
heightened level of public sensitivity to the international norm of anti-corruption. In these
countries, state policies that support transnational bribery have become politically
untenable regardless of the material interests that are served by such practices. Other
states, however, have not experienced similar high-level scandals involving international
corruption. Consequently, public sensitivity to the norm of anti-corruption is not as high
and the domestic political risks of non-compliance with the OECD Convention are not as
high. The evidence shows that in states where the international norm of anti-corruption is
highly resonant due to the experience of high-level corruption scandals, domestic norm
articulation by the norm entrepreneur was more effective in promoting state compliance.
6. The Case Studies
United States
In the US, support for international anti-bribery rules has been official policy
since the enactment of the FCPA in 1977. Widespread opposition to these rules by
American businesses, however, combined with failed early US attempts to bring other
countries along, led to amendments to the Act in 1988 that were seen by some to have
weakened its force.60 Yet, despite ongoing complaints by American businesses – backed
by figures from the Department of Commerce – that American companies were losing
contracts worth billions of dollars to bribe-paying competitors, no repeal of the FCPA
was ever proposed.61 The high resonance of anti-corruption norms in the US, due to the
Watergate scandal of the 1970s that had prompted the FCPA in the first place, made any
proposal to repeal the FCPA politically untenable.62 As the head of TI-USA put it, “you
simply couldn’t get representatives or senators to vote to repeal it…no congressman will
want to run for reelection and have his opponent say that he had voted in favor of
committing bribery.”63 Finally, in the 1990s American companies began to support US
efforts to internationalize its anti-foreign bribery rules rather than oppose the FCPA. The
General Electric Company, in particular, put resources into supporting the US national
chapter of TI; it was a senior executive of GE who founded TI-USA and gave testimony
at the Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearings in support of the OECD Convention.
By the time the Convention was concluded in 1997, international anti-bribery rules were
already a high priority in US policy, framed both in the context of international trade
competition and the need to ‘level the playing field’ for US businesses operating abroad
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and in the context of American efforts to support democratic transitions and global
economic development in the post Cold War era. TI-USA’s efforts in this regard were
fully in tune with pre-existing US policy and US national interests. US compliance with
the OECD Convention is no surprise.
Germany
In contrast, in Germany the government resisted efforts within the OECD to
outlaw foreign bribery; the legal system supported the tax-deductibility of foreign bribes
as part of the “sacred German concept” of ethical neutrality in taxation; and the
prevailing consensus among German companies up to the late 1990s was that bribery was
an essential feature of international business.64 TI-Germany and the German executives
of TI’s international secretariat in Berlin – comprised of elite members of the German
establishment – played a direct role in changing this. In the mid 1990s TI’s German
leaders convened confidential meetings attended by leaders of large German companies
and high level policy makers, and sometimes chaired by the former German president
Richard Wiesacker, with the purpose of changing the status quo on German companies’
role in international corruption. TI argued that international bribery by German
companies contributed to domestic corruption in Germany through kickbacks; was
increasingly risky for German companies in light of advances in new technology that
made transnational bribery more difficult to hide; was damaging to both the reputations
and profits of German companies; and was unnecessary. TI framed its articulation of the
international norm of anti-corruption as being in German companies’ ‘enlightened selfinterest.’ According to TI founder Peter Eigen, as a result of these meetings and other TI
initiatives, “we gradually led to a recognition by these people that what they were doing
was corruption” and that this corruption ought to be eliminated. Ultimately, at TI’s
prompting, the leaders of major German companies including Siemens, DaimlerChrysler, Lufthansa, Bosch, Deutsche Telecomm and others signed an open letter to the
ministers in charge of the OECD negotiations, in support of a formal anti-corruption
treaty.65 During the same period of time, corruption scandals involving German
companies and major corruption scandals in other European countries were coming to
light, and overall sensitivity to the problem of corruption was heightening in Germany.
The government initiated a short program of reform of domestic corruption laws in 1996
and initiated new anti-corruption rules at the level of the European Union that prohibited
transnational bribe paying to public officials in European countries. In this context, the
government could not sustain its opposition to outlawing bribery of public officials in
countries outside Europe.66 Thus by the time Germany ratified the OECD Convention it
was ready to put in place new implementing legislation reflecting its changed policy on
transnational bribery.
France
In France the role of Transparency International was quite different. Though TIFrance’s leadership includes prominent people possessing elite credentials and
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participating in elite social networks with potentially high-level access to policy makers,
this groups lacks legitimacy as a domestic anticorruption norm entrepreneur.67 In French
intellectual, media, government, and business circles, TI-France is widely derided – and
dismissed – for too closely representing American interests.68 This, combined with a lack
of visibility and activity, meant TI-France proved ineffective at articulating the
international anti-corruption norm in France. Instead, French business groups managed
to frame France’s anti-bribery policy in the context of France’s strategic trading interests.
Arguing that the United States does not adequately enforce its own FCPA and that it
employs its own unscrupulous methods of unfair competition (political pressure, foreign
aid, etc.); that the OECD Convention is a deeply flawed instrument containing too many
loopholes for US companies; and that it was not in the interests of France to cooperate
with international rules so closely tied to US national interests, French businesses made a
case for non-compliance with the OECD Convention. In tune with these arguments the
government delayed its project to implement the Convention and included in its
implementing bill the controversial non-retroactivity clause.
Two factors led to France’s eventual dismissal of the non-retroactivity clause in
its implementation and ratification of the Convention: sharp international criticism that
effectively articulated the international anti-corruption norm in a way that the domestic
norm entrepreneur had not; and the strong resonance of the international anti-corruption
norm in French domestic politics. First, international criticism of France’s proposed nonretroactivity clause had its greatest effects in the form of critical peer-pressure within the
OECD Working Group on international bribery, the body responsible for monitoring and
enforcing the Convention. In this forum, OECD partners together with the Working
Group’s much respected chairman Mark Pieth effectively framed France’s potential noncompliance within the policy context of France’s leadership position in global politics. It
was France that had (along with Germany) initially proposed the legally-binding
convention approach to coordinating international anti-corruption efforts at the OECD.
And it was the French ministers of justice and international trade that had presided over
the official ceremony in Paris at which the OECD states signed the Convention. In these
steps France had displayed its commitment to the OECD Convention in the context of the
French government’s overall efforts to “manage” globalization and respond to US
hegemony in the post Cold War world.69 Once it was time to implement the Convention
in domestic legislation, however, and in the absence of effective norm articulation in
favour of the Convention by a domestic norm entrepreneur, business interests
successfully shifted the policy context in which France’s anti-bribery legislation was
considered, in favour of non-compliance. International criticism and peer pressure at the
OECD working group later re-framed the policy context back to the overriding interests
in global politics that had led to France’s initial commitment. In view of this policy,
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France could not readily justify its reluctance to comply with the Convention that it had
so fully supported at the outset.
This re-framing occurred in large part due to the strong resonance of the issue of
corruption among the French political elite. A history of deeply troubling scandals in
recent decades has rocked the political elite and created a heightened sensitivity in France
to the issue of corruption. In the late 1990s in particular, a surfeit of corruption scandals
implicated large swaths of the French elite in major abuses involving foreign bribery,
secret slush funds, illicit party financing and personal enrichment. Political actors at the
highest levels have been implicated, lost their jobs, and in some cases been imprisoned
due to corruption scandals. 70 Ironically, even the justice minister Dominique StraussKahn, who had presided over the ceremony to sign the OECD Convention in Paris in
1997, was forced to resign amidst a corruption scandal in 1999. Indeed the frequency
and longevity of perceived corruption in France has “conferred on the theme corruption a
recognized status in society.”71 In this context of heightened public and elite sensitivity
to corruption, policy makers could not reasonably justify nor sustain support for the nonretroactivity clause or for its apparent general laxity in compliance with the OECD
Convention.72 State support for bribery of foreign public officials had, in France, become
a policy that was ‘easier done than said.’73
United Kingdom
In contrast to the case of France, in the UK the national chapter of Transparency
International is received as a highly legitimate norm entrepreneur. TI-UK also enjoys
potentially excellent access to and visibility among elite policy makers.74 Yet, despite
the elite nature of TI-UK’s membership and its active lobbying program on international
corruption issues, TI-UK has had little impact on the government’s policy vis a vis the
OECD Convention. TI-UK’s domestic articulation of the international anticorruption
norm in the UK was ineffective at provoking compliance with the Convention, for two
reasons. First, both TI-UK and UK government actors consistently framed UK policy
with respect to the Convention in the context of low priority policy areas. TI-UK, closely
allied with the department for international development (DFID), framed the Convention
in the context of international development and global poverty reduction.75 The
Department for International Trade (DTI), on the other hand, framed the Convention in
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the context of a broader agenda on corporate social responsibility.76 The Home Office,
for their part, framed the Convention in the context of a long-planned (and forever
delayed) general review and reform of the UK’s domestic corruption laws.77 None of
these policy frames engaged any core state interest nor motivated any meaningful action
on the criminalization of foreign bribery. Overall, the Convention remained a low
priority issue in the UK.
Second, this ‘weak’ framing of the OECD Convention in the context of lowpriority policy issues occurred against the backdrop of a low resonance in UK domestic
politics of the international anti-corruption norm. Although, as in France, a string of
corruption scandals in the UK has led to media frenzies, political inquiries, and in some
cases political resignations, unlike the case in France the overall impact of these scandals
on the British political system has been slight. Rather than cases of ‘grand’ political
corruption, British scandals have tended to relate to politicians’ sexual escapades and
sleazy misdeeds.78 Moreover, in contrast to France, in the UK “inquiries after scandals
involving major public figures generally affirmed the view that there was nothing
fundamentally wrong with the political or administrative culture.”79 In short, public
sensitivity in the UK to the matter of bribery and corruption is relatively low. The
resonance of the global anti-corruption norm, insofar as this relates to foreign bribery and
corruption, is even lower. Despite a reputation for UK firms being among the most
corrupt in international business, British officials promulgate a highly clean self-image.80
Ruggiero observes that in official British rhetoric,
“in part also supported by popular conviction, English integrity is naturally
juxtaposed with foreign corruption…this conviction translates into a certain
tolerance accorded to businessmen operating abroad, where, it is assumed, even
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the English are forced to adapt. To be involved in corrupt exchange outside the
national territory may, after all, be beneficial to the wealth of the nation.”81
Even amidst widespread international criticism, the lack of public resonance of the global
anticorruption norm lent little urgency among UK policy makers to take steps to comply
with the OECD Convention. Material strategic trading interests held sway instead.82
7. Conclusion
States sometimes will comply with international regulatory agreements even
when these are costly to their material and strategic interests. Such compliance depends
largely on domestic and norm-driven sources: the impact of international norms through
norm resonance and the effect of norm articulation by domestic compliance advocates,
which can make non-compliance an untenable policy regardless of countervailing
interests. This article has demonstrated that reference to domestic and norm-driven
sources of compliance is necessary to explain observed variations in compliance. In the
international regime of anti-corruption, four leading states with relatively similar interests
exhibited a puzzling variation in compliance with the OECD Convention on Combating
Bribery in International Business Transactions. Where theories of strategic trade fail to
explain this variance, a novel theory of domestic norm articulation and norm resonance
readily explains why some relatively similar states complied with the same international
treaty while others did not.
Among the four states, the United States, Germany, and (to a lesser extent) France
complied with the international norm of anti-corruption despite countervailing material
interests. In the United States they did so because the Watergate corruption scandal had
so heightened public sensitivity to the norm of anti-corruption that, despite arguments
throughout the 1980s by leading exporter firms to repeal the earlier FCPA, policy makers
could not publicly justify opposition to a ban on foreign bribes. Instead, they pursued a
policy of internationalization, and eventually, compliance with the OECD Convention.
In Germany, policy makers reversed a longstanding policy of supporting transnational
bribery through its tax-deductibility. They did so largely because the norm entrepreneur
Transparency International was particularly effective in strategically framing the
international norm in persuasive policy contexts. Through its direct, elite-level lobbying,
and in a context of growing norm resonance, TI in Germany was able to persuade policy
makers and business leaders that, contrary to prior practice, transnational bribery was
wrong and should be controlled, independently of strategic trade calculations. In France,
where the norm entrepreneur TI-France was not considered a legitimate advocate and
enjoyed very little access to elite decision makers, such norm articulation had no
discernable impact on French policy. As a result, France complied with the Convention
late and only to a moderate level. To the extent that France did comply, however, it did
so because its history of troubling, high-level corruption scandals heightened the
sensitivity of French policy makers to the international norm of anti-corruption. In this
context of high norm resonance, international criticism of France’s non-compliance
81
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proved especially powerful. In the context of high norm resonance, French policy
makers found they could not publicly justify policies that transgressed the international
norm of anti-corruption. In the United Kingdom, in contrast, the international norm of
anti-corruption did not resonate, the norm entrepreneur failed to framed the norm in
sufficiently high priority policy context, and strategic trade interests held sway; therefore
the UK did not comply with the Convention.
This analysis reveals several lessons for norm advocacy, policy framing, and the
importance of norm resonance for compliance. A domestic norm advocate can be a
crucial ingredient (Germany), but is neither necessary (France) nor sufficient (UK) for
compliance. Rather, norm advocacy produces its effects in conjunction with both careful
strategic framing and “resonance”; in combination these sources of pressure can push
policy makers toward compliance, for norm-driven reasons.83 As for framing, the case of
the United Kingdom emphasizes that not all available policy frames within a country’s
domestic political context are equally persuasive. Moreover, as indicated by the evidence
of the strategic trade frame in both France and the United States, similar policy frames
will not necessarily lead to similar compliance outcomes in different states. Compliance
advocates must be strategic and wise in choosing which policy frame to adopt.
Finally, strong resonance is not in itself sufficient to explain compliance. Rather,
the key is that relevant actors be in a position where they face resonance when making
their political choices. Resonance must be “activated”, in a manner of speaking. Indeed,
in the absence of norm articulation from domestic (Germany) and international (France)
sources, it is rather likely that non-compliance with the OECD Convention would have
prevailed in these cases regardless of norm resonance. If no advocates are pushing elites
to explain and justify their policies, the pressure to comply for normative reasons is
minimized.
The analysis of norm resonance as a function of public sensitivity introduces a
concept of resonance that is different from the established concepts of “cultural match”,
salience, or legitimacy in the literature on the domestic impacts of international norms.
Resonance here suggests a broader range of normative factors involved in the operation
of international norms on compliance, including the domestic political risks of
transgressing against the norm, the ease or difficulty of justifying non-compliance, and
the effect of resonance on the impact of international sources of pressure. Further
elaboration of the concept should develop these ideas more fully.
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Table 1
Alternative Explanations of State Compliance with the OECD Convention
Theory
State-level
strategic trade
theory (Unitary
rational actor)

Prediction
a. State support
for bribery in
international
business
Or

Endogenous
strategic trade
theory
(Firm preferences
shape trade
policy)

Observation
o Variation in
state support
for bribery in
international
business

b. Collective
state effort to
curtail bribery
in
international
business

o Variation in
state
compliance
with the OECD
Convention

a. State
compliance to
follow firm
preferences

o State policies
contrary to
firm
preferences

b. Similar firm
preferences
across the
major OECD
states

o Variation in
expressed firm
preferences
o Unexplained
shifts in firm
preferences

Explanation ?

Does not
explain the
observed
patterns of
compliance
across the
leading OECD
states.

Does not
explain the
observed
patterns of
compliance
across the
leading OECD
states.
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